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PERSONAL OBJECTIVES 
There are two main reasons why I wish to complete 
a Masters De ree program. The first pertains to my desire 
to hold position in the field of management of radio and 
television. I feel that a Masters Degree in the field of 
communications will be invaluable to me in obtaining such 
position, and in advancement . My second reason is simply a 
matter of intellectu 1 curiosity in the field of 
communications . I believe that a Masters Degree program 
will afford me the opportunity to satisfy this curiosity, 
and lso challenge me to go further in my study than I 
would normally do on my own. 
To be successful in management in the field of 
communications, one must know all the problems to be met in 
pfoduction and how to cope effectively with them. By doing 
a Creative Thesis, I believe that I will gain much in the way 
of practical experience in this matter . This personal goal, 
coupled with the understanding that my interests lie more in 
coping with the practical problems to be found in mass media 
than in communic tiona as an academic discipline, led me 
to pursue the Broadcast Sequence. 
My choice of creating a television series, as 
opposed to radio, was precipitated by a knowledge and back-
ground in radio, but only limited experience in television 
obtained from my work at WGBH• TV. Creating television 
series presented a way to further my knowledge and under-
standing of the medium. 
1_.). 
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CHAPTER I · · 
PROG MATERIAL 
Program Objectives 
"Chronicles of Timen will trace the development of 
the American theatre during the past century from tbe Civil 
W r to the present. It will show how the elements of society 
have influenced the different ph ses of theatre; e.g. , 
melodrama, romanticism, realism, the road company, and 
summer stock, up to the present school of soci 1 psychiatry 
of Williams, Miller, and Hellman . The programs will, of 
course, follow a chronological order. 
The need for this series is basically to show the 
development of the American theatre over the past one 
hundred years . This series will explain why the American 
theatre went through certain stages in its development, and 
what caused these stages . "Chronicles of Time11 intends to 
acquaint the public with some of the reasons why the 
American the tre evolved into its present form. 
The audience that I will be trying to reach is 
primarily the theatre- gain audience . However, the programs 
are designed not only to edify but also to entertain, and 
thus the series is also designed for anyone who is 
interested in and enjoys drama. 
Thomas Dickinson said that " • • • society discovers 
itself when it discovers its drama . " This is essentially 
the goal of the series: to illustrate how society is 
mirrored in its drama. 
Good my lord, will you see the players well bestowed? 
Do you hear, let them be well used, for they are the 
abstract and brief chronicles of the time. • • • 
(Hamlet, Act II, Scene 2) 
Series Development 
The primary motivation for research in the subject 
matter of this program stems from the previous research I 
have done in the history of the American theatre . The 
experience of five seasons of summer theatre has also 
increased my interest and curiosity, as well as my under• 
standing of the theatre . 
The research for "Chronicles of Time" started with 
an inve tigation of the Boston Public Library of what was 
available in the way of early American drama. While the 
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Boston Public Library was very helpful in providing back-
ground material, it failed to have copies of Augustin Daly's 
"Under the Gaslight" and "Horizon , " scenes from which were 
enacted in the pilot show. Since these two plays are among 
the first native American mel odramas (and hence needed for 
my pilot program), it remained for me to obtain permission 
from the Theatre Collection, Harvard College Library, to gain 
access to these two plays . 
P rhaps the most difficult part of my research was 
in finding early American Biograph film to be used as an 
example of early American melodrama. First I tried the New 
York Public Library, Donnel l Library Center, Film Library. 
There was no such film here, but thanks to Mr . John Craddock, 
Assistant Film Librarian , who suggested the Museum of MOdern 
Art Film Library and Cinema Guild. The former, while 
fortunately pocsessing early Biograph films, owned only the 
prints of same and not the rights for telecasting . The 
rights ro telecast the e films had to be obtained from Mr . 
Paul. Killiam, Nel~ York City. 
n1anks should also go to SFAA for their cooperation 
in obtaining the four actors needed to enact the dramatic 
sketches, and the curator of the Theatre Collection, Harvard 
College Library, Harvard University. 
- -- -- "----'---
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Proar Content 
"Chronicles of Time" is a quote from William 
Shakespeare's Hamlet, ct II, cene 2 (see page one) . The 
title was chosen in the belief that drama, an "illusion of 
reality," reflects the society of the time . 
"Chronicles of Time" is a tbirteen•week television 
series designed to illustrate how the drama of the time 
reflects its society . The series will demonstrate the 
differences in the drama of different periods and how 
correspondin society changes actually caused these 
differences in the drama. 
This series will tr ce native American drama during 
the last century, from the Civil War theatre to the present 
theatre, one hundred years after the outbreak of the Civil 
War . The thirteen presentations will cover chronologically 
thirteen sp cific time periods; starting with "Uncle Tom' 
Cabin," describing the American theatre during and 
immediately after the Civil War , to "Romanticism to Realism," 
a study of the struggle for survival by the legitimate 
theatre during 1940 to 1960. 
The host for the series will be Eliot Norton, Boston 
drama critic . By the use of graphics and models, film, 
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interviewing guests, and live dramatic sketches, Mr. Norton 
will illustrate how the society of the time precipitated 
the elements of the theatre peculiar to that time . 
The general staging technique is relatively simple . 
Tbe host will be shot either against black velours or a 
rear screen depicting an example of the theatre of that 
tim • Model sets will be used to demonstrate the stages of 
the periods with suggestive, free- standing units as the 
scenic design for the dramatic sketches. Authentic, but 
simple, costumes will be used . 
List of Programs 
1 . ' Uncle Tom t s Cabin" 
"Uncle Tom's Cabin 1 has been given more 
pe~formances than any other play in the world . It was 
.. ' 
also one of the first social dramas in the Unit.ed Stl'tes . 
It i one of the best examples of how society influences 
its drama, and thus is the first presentation in the 
series . Host Eliot Norton will discuss Civil War and 
post•Civil W r theatre, and ctors from SFAA will enact 
two scenes from "Uncle 'I'om' s Cabin . " 
2 . '*l'he Bijou 11 
This program describes the period that saw the 
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routh of vaud ville in Ameri "a, roughly 1850 to 1890. 
It will show how th society of Ameri "' a at this ti111.e 
gave rise to vaudeville . Also in luded will be a video 
tape segment (or film clip) of Norton showing the 
inside of the RKO Koith Theatre in Bost Film clips 
of Eddie Cantor and Milton Berle perforruin in vaude~ 
rille will be used (if possible). Audio ta es of the 
recordin s of the time will provide back round music at 
certain times. 
3. ''Mr. Tambo and Mr. Bones" 
Perhaps the most truly American of any phase of 
the theatre, the nstrel show dates back to 1843 when 
the famous Big Four -- Emmett, Brower, Pelham, and 
Whitlock •• labeled themselves the Virginia ~n trels 
and gave what historians accept as the first min trel 
show. Thi program will cover the period fro 1860 to 
1890, the time when the minstrel show gained its highest 
popularity. Eliot orton will be staged as the 
interlocutor, with the two traditional end men, Mr. 
Tambo and Mr. Bones (actors from SFAA). Actors from 
SFAA will create a bl ckface chorus,. which will perform 
two of the traditional son s of the era. A film clip 
from ••The Jazz Singer" will recall Al Jolson • s greatne s . 
4. "Under the Gaslight" 
"Under tbe Gaslight" wa the first of many play 
to use the situation of th hero being tied to the rail-
road tracks with train b ariog down on him. rrom this 
play of 1867 native American melodr a w s born . Thi 
program will cover the years from 1867 to 1900 and will 
include a dr atized excerpt from both •tvnder the 
Gaslight" and ''Horizon" (enacted by SFAA actor ) • 
5. " londe Beauties in Tights" 
Burlesque wa another form of entertainment that 
took the country by storm in th late nin teenth century 
(this progr covers the period from 1860 to 1910) . The 
modern era of burlesque start d when William Wheatly 
produced "The lack Crook" at Niblo's Garden in 1866. 
Actors from SFAA will enact a cene from this play, and 
actress from SFAA will perform one of Fanny Brice's 
m nologues . 
6. "The Opera House tt 
The period of 1870 to 1900 wa marked by the 
establishment of the road company a part of the 
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erican theatre. Eliot Norton will depict th 
"opera hou es" by the use of rear scr en project~ons and 
gr hies of the various 11stages" used .throughout the 
country at this time. Actors from SFAA will enact 
excerpts from "The School for Scandal," "The Octoroon•• 
(Dion Boucicault), . and "Girl I Left Behind Me" (D vid 
elasco). 
7. "The Greatest Show on Earth" 
No institution ha ver caught the im gination 
and fancy of the American, both young and old, as bas 
the circu • Tb circus of the eighteenth century was 
housed in a re ident , semi-permanent structure; but in 
the ninet nth century it took to the road and the 
modern era of the circus began . Eliot Norton will 
interview th pres nt manag r of Barnum, Bailey, and 
Ringling Brothers Circus, if available. Film clips of 
the pre ent circus will be used. 
8. "The American Them " 
Before 1870 most pl ys produced in America were 
ither by a European playwright or an American playwrigh~ 
writing about Europ an situation but dapting it to 
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America. Excerpt from three play will be enacted to 
show the birth of truly American drama. The first 
selection will be from "Major Andre" by Clyde Fitch, the 
first American playwright to win intermational prestige. 
Also used will be an excerpt from "Alabama" by Augustu 
Thomas and Bret Harte' usue . " 
9. "Yankee Doodle Dandy" 
This program is entitled such because this song 
by George K. Cohan typifies the happy, carefree, 
boi terou days of the decade of 1900 to 1910. Cohan 
will be discussed at length, and actors from SFAA will 
enact an excerpt from William Vaughn Moody' "The Great 
Divide," which dealt with the impact of Eastern culture 
and Western violence, symbolizing the two dominant 
aspects of our civilization at this time. 
10. "COlmllercialism" 
In the year of 1910 to 1920 the effect of big 
business on the theatr wa perhaps the greatest single 
infl u nee . Tb younger generation seriously questioned 1 
th values of the preceding generation . The result was 
that many movements arose during this decade; movements 
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such as. the Provincetown Players . Dramatized excerpts 
include •'Peg o' My Heart" by J . Hartley Manners and 
''Beyond the Horizon 11 by Eugene O'neill, 
... 
11. "Depression Without Defeat" 
This program covers the 1920's , a most climatic 
period in the history of the American theatre . It was 
during this decade that the legittmate theatre of 1 
America reached its zenith, and that two new mediums of 1 
entertainment greatly affected the legitimate stage •• 
radio and sound motion pictures . Society was changing 
and American drama reflected it . Actors from SFAA will I 
enact excerpts from Eugene O'Neill's "Strange Interlude .. I 
and Elmer Rice's "Street Scene . " 
I 12. nsocialism to Swmner Stock" 
The theatre of 1930 to 1940 suffered the 
darkest period in the history of the American theatre. 
Host Eliot Orton will deal with such subjects as the 
Federal Theatre , the Group Theatre. and the rise of 
summer stock. Dramatized excerpts will come from 
''Waiting for Lefty" and "Gol den Boy" by Clifford Odets , 
, and "The Petrified Forese• by Robert Sherwood. 
13. "Romanticism to Realism" 
This program covers the period from 1940 to the 
present. With the add:tion of television to radio and 
motion pictures, the le itimate theatre faced its most 
serious competition . This era gave rise to ticket 
speculation and fantastic production cost on the 
le i t imat e stage. Act ors from SFAA will dramatize 
scenes from "Streetcar Named Desire" by Tennessee 
Williams and ''Death of a Salesman" by Art hur Miller. 
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"Chronicles of Time" 
1. "Uncle Tom's Cabin" 
"Uncle Tom• s Cabin" has been given the 
appellation of "the world's greatest hit . " This i 
because it has been given more performances than any 
other play in the world. It was also one f the first 
social dramas in the united States. Its popularity was 
due partly to its exposing the harsh treatment of the 
Negro in the south, as well as the entertainment it 
provided. The novel by Harriet Beecher Stowe, along 
with the many touring productions of the play, known a 
''Tom Shows," have often been called precipitating causes 
of the Civil War . Conversely, the interest that society 
had in the southern Negro during this time made for the 
popularity of "Uncle Tom• s Cabin" and the creation of 
the very popular "Tom Show . .. It is one of the best 
examples of how society influence its drama, and thus 
is the first presentation in the serie • 
The show will open on a gr phic of 
illustration of .a billboard advertisement for a touring 
company of "Uncle Tom's Cabin . " The camera will pull 
back to reveal Eliot Norton standing by the graphic and 
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the others to be used later in the show (see Appendix A 
for graphics). Mr. Norton will then give his 
introduction to the program, which would be something 
like the following. 
The year 1852 is knotro to theatrical historians 
as the year which brought to light the play which has 
given more performances than any play in the world --
"Uncl Tom's Cabin . " Shortly after the publication of 
the novel by Harriet Beecher Stowe, a dramatization of 
it by c . W. Taylor was shown on the tage of the 
National Theatre , b ginning August 23rd. However, the 
production ran for only two weeks . The next month 
another version by George L. Aiken , was produced by 
G. C. Howard in troy, ew York. The play wa such 
hit that it ran for one hundred night , in pite of the 
size of the city in which it was being produced. Howard I 
then toor. it to Albany, where it wa just as successful . 
Finally, manager Purdy of the National Theatre in New 
York City - - the the tre where an earlier version had 
already failed - - agreed to present the play, where it 
began its historic run on July 18th, 1853, and giving 
more than two hundred performance before it closed. 
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Toward the end of i ts run, the company was giving 
eighteen performances a week, and the actors were eating 
their meals in the t heatre. 
Let's take a look at a segment of the play and 
see if ·we can find out why it became so popular. 
Next will be a dramatized excerpt of "Uncle 
Tom's Cabin." After this Mr. Norton will explain hou 
~he abolitionist movement helped make this play so 
popular . Another live dramatic sketch will illustrate 
bow the cruelty of the Negro wa handled. 
Also discussed in this show will be the "Tom 
Shows , " theatrical jargon for a touring company of 
"Uncle Tom • s Cabin," which became so successful that by 
the 1890's there were between four and five hundred of 
I· these in operation . Eliot Norton will also depict I 
rivalry between companies which resulted in advertising 
devices uch as flamboyant parades which covered a half 
dozen blocks, and the creation of the very profitable 
business of breeding bloodhounds for these companies . 
Eliot orton will close the program with a 
summary of the international effects of the play. Given 
in over twenty different languages, "Uncle Tom's Cabin" 
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was just as nruch a s sh success in London, Paris, Spain, 
Germany, Denmark, and Holland as it was in New York. As 
Harry Birdoff said in is The Uorld's Greatest Hit--
Uncle Tom's Cabin, "The simple play stung the world's 
conscience." 
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2. "The Bij ou" 
TI1i s pro ram describes the period that saw the 
growt h of vaudevi l e _n t~w.rica; roughly 1850 to 1890. 
It will show hm1 the society of America at this time 
ave rise t o vaudeville. 
The program will open with a rear screen 
projection of the interior of the Keith Theatre in 
Boston (slide to be made for pro ucti,on). Eliot Norton 
will walk in on camera and introduce the pro ram by way 
of tracin the origin of the word ,.vaud vill • " (The 
term "vaudeville .. was used by the French; a corruption 
of Vau de Vire, the valley of. th~ Vire River in Normandy, 
where there existed a popular tradition of ballad 
singing and tavern entertainment. 1) Mr. Norton's script 
will run something like this: There were variety 
theatres in New York as early as 1850, but it was not 
until 18 0 that the first chain of such theatres ~1as 
formed, and a year or two later that the word 
vaudeville came into popular usage. It is 1 teresting 
to note that Tony Pastor , who was actu lly the fathe~ 
1Glenn Hughes, A Hi tory of the American Theatre, 
1700-1950, Samuel French, New York, 1951, p . 304. 
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of Ame ican vaudeville, disliked the rench ttord and 
clung to "variety. " 
Variety as a it rough in the beginning; the 
audience usually being completely male. But a new era 
was started on October 24, 1881, when Tony Pa tor 
offered a "clean variety show, n and advertised it 
suitable for the entire family. 
The huge v udeville circuit which eventually 
blanketed the nation was founded by • F . Keith and 
E. F. Albee, who formed a partner hip and opened the 
ijou Theatre in Boston in 1885. Theirs was 
continuou vaudeville show running from 10 a .m. to 
11 p .m. 
Next will be a pre• recorded video tape Beoi~ml!:=­
or a film clip of Eliot Norton standing beside the 
Keith monum nt in the Keith. Mr. Norton*s fir t 
statement in this segment would be "Admission wa a 
and for five cents more one could obtain chair."2 
Eliot Norton walks around the interior of the 
ith, comparing it to the interior of the Bijou, 
and at the same time telling how big busine , which 
2 
.12!.9·' p . 305 . 
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ime, ·waf:l in art 
responsible for the innov tion of the lluge ~audeville 
ci.rGuits. 
If poss "blP- > Eliot .. lorton will interview 
famous ""ra .uate o..:: vandevi.l.le , ueh a.s Eddi.e Ca-ntor or 
Milton Berle. tf: this is not po sible, a short audio 
taped c mr::1ent by one o'E t he e tv7o on some aspect of 
h th ,.: t j d . 11 . , 1 1' 1 d w at e au uence Nan ec.: .l vau evl ... e 't-1:!.- '"'e p aye 
while the video wil show a picttlrA o . that: person 
perforrrdn in vaudeville. 
The ma a ement o£ the R Keith in Boston will, 
of course , have to be contacted and sive permission for 
the video tape segment or fi l m clip of the interior of 
the theatre (sec- tent should be no longer than five 
minutes) . 
Since this is a phase o ~ricru1 theatre hat 
did not ~eal with a play as separate entity, there 
lvill be no dramatized excet1>ts of! lays i n this program. 
However ) actors from SF 
...._____....,_ 
vaudevi l _e act . 
will re- create a typical 
-
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3. ''Mr. Tambo and Mr. ones" 
erhap the mo t truly American of any ph se of 
the theatre , the minstrel show, dates back to 1843, when 
the famous Big Four--Emmett , ·rower, Pelham, and Whit• 
lock•• labeled themselves the Virginia Minstrel and 
gave what historian accept as the first minstr 1 show. 
This group 1 also responsible for introducing the word 
minstrel into the American st , ge. Before the Virgini 
Minstrels , the word minstrel conjured up the tmage of a 
medieval ballad. 
This program will cover the period from 1860 
to 1890, the ttme when the minstrel show gained its 
highest popularity. I t wi l l show the rivalry b tween 
troupe reflected the big busine base of American 
society at th t time, necessitating the troupes to 
increase from four men to forty . American t te 
demanded that verything doubl e and triple in size, 
~d the minstrel how gladly oblig d. In the '70's, 
J . H. Haverly , considered by many a the greatest 
min trel manager in history , came up with the 
ch llengin slogan , "Forty, Count 'Em! Forty! " 
In "Mr. Tambo and Mr. Bones" Eliot Norton will 
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be staged as the interlocutor, with the two tr ditional 
end men , Mr. Tambo and Mr. Bones (actors obtained from 
SFAA) . The opening of the show will reveal these three 
men in the traditional staging; the interlocutor (Norton) 
and the two end men well down stage. After introducing 
the show, iliot orton will exchan e a few of the 
traditional joke and gags with th two end men . Then 
the lights on the rest of the troupe (obtained from . 
SFAA) will be turned up to reveal them. They will be 
staged again in the traditional manner: The blackfac 
chorus seated :l.n a semi• eircle , The blackface cboJ;Us 
will sing two or three songs that were popular with 
minstrels as examples of Mr. Norton's explanations . The 
opening dialogue will consist of the oldest joke in 
minstrel history• 
Interlocutor: "Who was that lady I seen you with 
last night?" 
Mr. Tambo; "That was no la y; that wa your 
wife. " 
In depicting the burnt cork era, Eliot orton 
will discuss such minstrel greats as Lew DCickstader, who 
first put on blackface in 1873; and a famous member of 
Dockstader • s troupe , Al Jolson . An excerpt from the 
20 
film, "The Jazz Singer," will be used to recall Al 
Jolson's greatness . 
The minstrel show owed it existence to the 
American egro; not only his color, but lso his music 
and m&lnerisms . It wa a white man's show; and even the 
few egroe in the troupes u ed burnt cork. It was 
still a white man's world, and the white man was 
depicting the blackface world. Unlike vaudeville and 
burlesque, the min trel show obtained its height during 
the 1890's, and dropped off quickly in the turn of the 
century. The egro gained stature, and the blackface 
entertainer has been replaced by the actual egro . And 
the latter no longer uses burnt cork. 
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4. "Under the Gaslight" 
Late in the summer of 1867 Augustin Daly launche 
an historic production at the Worrell Sisters• Theatre. 
The play was "Under the Ga light," written by Daly 
himself. I t was the first of many plays to use the 
situation of the hero being tied to the railroad track 
just as an express train is due;. and thus native 
American melodrama was born . It is reported that on 
opening night the machinery of the railroad scene 
failed to function properly; but the audience was held 
in such great suspense that the play was an immediate 
success and ran for 110 performances . Daly, who was 
a great innovator of the mechanics of the stage, 
patented the machinery of the railroad scene. 
This program on native American melodrama will 
open with Eliot orton, dressed as the typical vill in, 
black cape and all, against a rear screen slide of 
railroad tracks , Norton will look around him, give out 
with a sinister laugh, and then run off camera as it is 
being dissolved to a graphic of a billboard advertise-
ment of Daty•s production of the play (see Appendix A) . 
In this show, which deals with the period from 
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1867 to 1900, Eliot Norton will explain how society, 
since it was experiencing the industrial revolution and 
experiencing all sorts of mechanical innovations , was 
excited by Daly's machinery which ran the railroad scene . 
(Production Note: A model stage will demonstrate how 
this was done . ) Norcon will explain how Daly 
capitalized on this craze of the public by writing 
several other melodramas based on similar mechanical 
devices , such as "The d Scarf" in which the hero was 
tied to a floating log in a sawmill . 
Eliot Norton wil l discuss now Daly•s "Under the 
Gasli ht " ~:Jet off the movement called nati ve melodrama 
which became immens ly popular , and has become a special 
form of American drama which is, on occasion, still 
given today . 
To illustrate the type of melodrama that was 
popular at this time, two live dramatic excerpts will 
be enacted by four actors from SFAA (the villain, the 
hero , and the eroine, plus one supporting actor) . The 
scene from "Under the Ga light" in which the hero is 
tied to the tracks by the villain and the heroine 
performs his last-minute rescue , and a scene from 
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"Horizon, " depicting the typical dialogue of a melodrama. 
Footage from an early erican Biograph film 
will supply an example of how native American melodrama 
carried over into early motion ictures (ri hts are 
available for educational and non-commercial television, 
but not for commercial television) . 
At the closin of the program, Norton, dressed 
as the typical villain, will close the show--by being 
whisked away by two cops with only seconds remaining! 
24 
II 
5. "Blonde Beauties in Tights" 
Burlesque was another form of entertainment 
that took the country by sto in the late ninete nth 
century (this pro r~ covers the period from 1860 to 
1910). Having ancient roots, modern erican burlesque 
started with the ribbing of claesic .plays and ended with I 
legs re.:lacing wit . The later began in 1861, when 
Ada Issacs Menken *'displayed herself in ti hts while 
~trapped to the back of a livi 
"Mazeppa. '' 
horse" in the melodr·ama, 
The der. era of burlesque started when William 
lfueatly produced "The Black Crook" at Niblo 1 s Carden in 
New York in 1866. It uas severely attacked by all 
clergy, and these attacks made it possible for Yheatly 
to fill the Garden for sixteen months, with a total of 
475 performances, breaking all records for longevity of 
a musical production, and grossing well over one million • 
dollars . This spectacular extravaganza, which in its 
ballet offered a whole parade of legs , aroused startled 
indignation in s e quarters, but stimulating in 
thousands of theatre- goers and many mana ers an ardent 
interest in the theatrical potentialities of the 
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female form. 
Lydia Thompson, who c e to New York from 
London in 1869, is often referred to as the mother of 
modern burles ue . However, it is very possible and 
probable that Lydia would disapprove of Billy Minst~y. 
Lydia's feature act was a dance routine by herself and 
three other girls dressed in tight • The New York 
newspapers referred to this number ~s the "four blond 
beauties in tights ! •• Attacks from the clergy and the 
sensationalism of the press made it po sible for Lydia 
to stay in ew York for seven months . 
Most of the girl in this era were honest nd 
decent; nd this condition prevailed through the first 
decade of the twentieth century. Fanny Brice said that 
she "never learned anything about life" during her early 
life in burlesque . ·~e girls were very moral . They 
didn't go to partie • They were just home folks . Out 
of eighteen, sixt en were virgins." 
The above is the basis for the script for thi 
program on burlesque . Eliot Norton will appear in 
front of a rear screen depicting a typical cow- town 
burlesqu house (see Appendix A) . Eliot Norton will 
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interview Professor Fr ederi ck Cliftou Packard of Harvard, 
As so~iate Professor of Public peaki and well known drama 
authori ty, and to ether they will dis us ho society's 
ttlorals were broadening, thus permitting, and even 
demanditlg, the modern burle ... que of l~"!gc. rath r than wi.t. 
Si e the woden1 era of burlesque started when 
tvil liam \-,L1ea ly produce1 "The Black Crook,' an excerpt 
from this play will be dramatized . As an example of the 
humor of this ime, an actress from SFAA will perform one 
of Fanny ri ·e's onologues. 
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6. "The Opera Rouse" 
The growth of the American theatre from 1870 to 
1900 was extraordinary. The nation was growing and as 
the railroads extended their track mileage into the 
west, the theatre followed it. Along with the 
geographic growth was a tremendou growth in populatiQn . ' 
During this period the populati~n of the United States 
doubled, and with it, the theatre grew. Big business 
was booming and the big business methods were applied 
to all forms of public entertainment. 
This eriod wa marked by the e tablishment of 
the road company as part of the American theatre . With• 
out the modern media of television, motion pictures, and 
radio , the touring company became the chief sourc of 
public entertainment. Even a village of on thousand 
would have it " pera bouse . " For the most part these 
theatres were crude (the town ball, the largest barn, 
sometimes even tent), but they s rved the purpose of 
the touring company. (Production Note: Models of 
these make- shift theatres will upply visual aid. ) y 
1880 there were already fifty tourin companies on the 
road. The profits increased and the competition grew 
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heavy, until by 1900 there were over 500 road companies 
playing in the cities and hamlets of the country. 
The increased competition tQok it toll in the 
box office , and, as a result , the arrival of the touring 
company would be marked by a grand parade , rivaling even 
that of the circus. The nece sity of such a parade to 
bring in the customers can be hown in the lyrics of a 
song sung by George M. Cohan at the end of this period. 
The title is ·~ou Won't Do Any Business If You Haven't 
Got A Band. " The song tells of how Charles Frohman takes 
show on the road and realize that: n • • • the folks 
expect a street parade with uniforms so grand • • • • " 
Frohman, of course; was a shrewd businessman as well as I 
an excellent showman, and compiled a huge person.al 
fortune , while Cohan went on to become tb 'Tankee 
Doodle Dandy" of the American stage in the early 
twentieth century. 
Eliot Norton will depict these "opera houses" 
by the use of rear screen projections and graphics of 
the v rious ,_.stages" used throughout the country at 
this time. 
Since Dion Boucicault•s innovation of the "star" 
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system caused the weakening of the stock company, and 
thus the rise of the road company, parti.cular emphasis 
will be given to him. A scene from "The Octoroon'; by 
Boucicault will be enacted as well as an excerpt from 
Belasco's "Girl I Left Behind Me" and "The School For 
Scandal . " 
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7. "The Greatest Show on Earth" 
No institution has ever caught the imagination 
and fancy of the American , both young and old, as has 
the circus . The circus of the eighteenth century was 
housed in a resident, semi•permanent structure; but in 
the nineteenth century it took to the road and the 
modern era of the circus began. Although the circus is 
not strictly legitimate theatre, it became such a 
specialized form of stage entertainment in the late 
nineteenth century, and so immensely popular , that it 
merits attention in the story of the American theatre . 
With the application of bi business methods 
to all forms of entertainment in the late nineteenth 
century, it is no surprise that American society 
requested a huge , spectacular circus also . The large 
scale , mobile circus got under way in 1 71 when P. T. 
Barnum combined his show with that of William c. Coup. 
He later bought out Coup and established "The Greatest 
Show on Earth. " Barmun's circus bad the largest tent 
in the world and was the fir t to employ three rings . 
Barnum's circus was tot lly destroyed by fire 
in 1880, but the master of ballyhoo refused to quit. 
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He eam ~ up with James A. Bailey and created the world 
famous Barnum and Bailey circu • Typical of Barnum's 
showmanship was his exploitation of Jumbo, uthe world's 
largest elcphan t," who was purchased from the Royal 
Zoological Gardeus in London . On brin ·ng Jumbo into 
this country, Barnum held a orchlight parade in New 
York from the pier to Madison Square Garden, and was 
cheered by half a million people en route (1882), 
Photographs of this parade ill be used to visualize 
this specific topic . ) 
As competition became stiffer, Barnum became 
famous for his ballyhoo (such as Jenny Lind singing for 
his circus); but Barnum was successful in keeping his 
show solvent in this manner. When he combined with 
Rin lin Brothers, the lar est circus in the world was 
formed. 
By the 1890's the circu had become a 
traditional part of American life, givin the people 
much enjoyment , but also swindling them on occasion . 
However , as P. T. Barnum phrased it, ''We are a people 
who enjoy being ' taken, • provided the taker knows his 
business . " 
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This is the subject matter for this program. 
The set for this program is a mock tent. Eliot .Norton, 
I after he introduces the program, will interviet'l the 
present manager of Barnum, Bailey, and Ringling Brothers 
Circus as to the present circus compared to the circus 
of the late nineteenth century. A wealth of film is 
available to use in depictin the circus . 
I 
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1 8. "The American Theme" 
Before 1870 most plays prod ced in America to~ere 
either by a European playwright, n American pla~r.rigbt 
n-iting about Europe, or an American playwright writin 
about a European situation but adapting it to America. 
But there was no playwright that could be called 
American in the sense that he ~ as ~i ting about some• 
thing strictl y American, something inherent in American 
society. American drama was still European. 
Eliot Norton will be aided by Professor Packard 
of Harvard in this program on the development of a 
truly American drama. The program will cover the period 
from 1870 to 1925, the period in which a native drama 
was first perfected. 
Mr. Norton wil l be aided once again by actors 
from SFAA, who will enact segments from three plays to 
illustrate the development of an American drama. The 
first selection will be from ''Major Andre , " by Clyde 
Fitch, the first American playwright to win international 
pre tige. Although Fitch did not always interpret 
erican life profoundly to the rest of the world, he 
as the first native playwright to be taken seriously 
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by the critics of Europe . 
!ore firmly devoted to American them o and 
psychology ~as Au ustus Thomas . It was the extra-
or inary s ccess of his "Alabama" in 1891 whi h enabled 
Thomas to drop .is oth r ac ivitics and con entrate on 
t 1e business of laywriting. ..,\ segraent from "Alabama, tt 
which is said to have accompli3 ed a gr at d al in 
reconciling the bitter feelin betwe n the orth and 
the South 'tvhich had persisted aft r the Civil War, will 
be the second live excerpt .• 
In the development o£ a distinctively American 
drama one of the most int restin factors was the 
drama of the frontier . A considerable number of plays 
were produced during the la t part of the nineteenth 
century an the early twentieth century depicting the 
character of the pioneer and dramatizing th rugged 
life of the western part of our country. 
The third live excerpt will be from Bret Harte's 
nsue , " which was writt n in 1896 and enjoyed a long run 
in New York. Although the plot was somewhat melo• 
dramatic, the character of Sue was drawn with 
appealing skill . 
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Mr. Norton will close the progr$8 by exp lain.1ng 
that however crude tbese manifeete.tions were, they were 
the foundation for the work of twentieth century p lay• 
wrights , who have brought our drama to maturity. 
I 
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9 . "Yankee Doodle Dandy" 
This program is entitled •tvankee Doodle Dandy .. 
because this son by George M. Cohan typifies the happy , 
carefree, boisterous days of the decade of 1900 to 1910. 
The early years of the present century were happy in 
the sense that all forms of entertainment were booming. 
The specialized forms that developed in the late 
nineteenth century were perfected to a triumphant 
commercial climax. And the Four Cohans were among the 
top names in the theatre. 
Eliot Norton will discuss this nostal ic decade 
with the aid of the earliest &nerican Biograph films 
available (Production Note: These films are obtainable 
from the Museum of Modern Art , Film Library, with the 
telecasting rights obtained from Mr . Paul Killiam, New 
York City) , for this was the decade that saw the birth 
of the motion picture. In 1900 scarcely anyone in show 
business took the motion picture seriously: by the end 
of the decade suspicions were growing that this medium 
merited careful watching. 
Topics that Mr . Norton will discuss are the 
vaudeville war, the foundin of Variety, now the 
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unquestioned •'bible" of the profession; "Florodor , " 
which broke all records for a musical comedy (see 
graphic in Appendix A); the Four Cohans in "The 
Governor• s Son," whose author and leadin man was 
George M. Cohan; and Will iam Vaughn Mo dy' "The Great. 
Divide," which dealt with the impact of Eastern culture 
and Westem violence, symbolizing the two dominant 
asp~ots of our civilization. 
Eliot Norton will conclude this program with a 
brief summary of this decade. Although the American 
theatre of the first decade of the century was prolific 
and popular, it was lacking in artistic distinction. 
MOst were content with wringing dollars from the 
entimental or sen atiooal type of theatre . 
The decade, perhaps , can best be summed up by 
sayin it was a period of flourishing commercialism. 
But since the theatre 1 a '~opular" art, it was a 
happy decade for tho e in show busin ss . 
A dramatic sketch from Moody's ,.The Great 
Divide" will be enacted by actors from SFAA. 
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10. "Commercialismu 
It is a charact ristic of American '~ig 
busines ,"theatre or otherwise, that i n times of 
prosperity it generates an optimism that leads to 
extremes of expansion . In the years of 1910 to 1920, 
the effect of big business on the theatre was perhaps 
the greatest single influence. It was a curiously 
confused decade in the American theatre. There was 
' 
great deal of capital which, on one band, kept 
production high both in quantity and quality, and al o 
continued the construction of many new theatres . 
Cynics cried that the new generation•s extreme 
love for extravagance and luxury was taking the art out 
of life and leaving coDD.llercialism instead. I n any case, 
America ' s society was spending, and willing to spend, 
more than in any previous era. 
Host liot Norton will deal with these social 
and economical problems of the American theatre . The 
younger generation began to demand and que tion; dozens 
of movements sprang up, and values were seriou ly 
que tioned and put to test . Among the various movements 
that aro e during this decade was the Provincetown 
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Players in 1915. In this group were people such as 
Walter Houston, Susan Glaspell, John R ed, and one of 
America's most successful playwrights, Eugene O'Neill. 
(Production Note: SFAA actors will enact a segment 
from O'Neill's "Beyond the Horizon, " ori i nally produced 
by the Provincetown Players in 1920 and winner of the 
Pulitzer Prize that year; and a scene from '~eg o' My 
Heart" by J. Hartley Manners .) 
Workers in this country were beginning to 
demand more ri hts by virtue of forming unions. The 
actors, too, demanded the right to unionize, and, in 
1913, Actors Equity Association was created . However, 
the managers refused to take it seriously. In the 
summer of 1919, following the cue from the rest of 
America's society, Equity called the only great actors' 
strike in the history of the American theatre. The 
managers were determined to ''starve the actors out! n 
Equity proceeded to close practically every theatre on 
Broadway. Four weeks later the managers signed the 
Equity contract (September 6) . George M. Cohan, who, 
as a manager as well as an actor, had led the fi ht 
against Equity, swore never to join. He never did--and 
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became, by courtesy of Equity , the only actor henceforth 
to appear on Broadway without an Equity card. 
Eliot Norton will then interview Professor 
Packard of Harvard on the beginning of the theatre as 
academics in the American university. · A Harvard 
professor of English, George Pierce Baker, reached the 
conclusion during this decade that the universities 
should prepare students for W'ork in the professional 
theatre. Denied this at Harvard, except for hi famous 
"47 Workshop , " Baker went t o Yal e in 1925 as head of the 
newly organized Department of Drama--with a university 
theatre and a complete curriculum in theatre arts . 
--=------:--
11. ''Depression Without Defeat" 
This program covers the 1920's, a most climactic 
period in the history of the American theatre. It was 
during this decade that the legitimate theatre of 
America reached its zenith; and also this decade 
produced ~~o new mediums of entertainment that affected 
the legitimate stage a great deal•- radio and sound 
motion pictures. 
American society had experienced a minor 
depression during 1920 to 1922, but then bounced back 
with a fantastic boom until the bubble burst with the 
stock market crash on October 29, 1929. The financial 
condition of the country at this time is eflected in 
the number of Broadway productions. During the 1927 ... 28 
season there was an all•time record of 280 productions 
on Broadway. And, of this total, 200 were new plays . 
The total number of production on Broadway for this 
decade is over 2, 000 in number . This figure has never 
been equ led in any ten-year period of the American 
theatre . 
To house these many productions, Broadway had 
built some eighty theatres . If one co ares the 
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1927• 28 season with the season of 1947· 48, twenty years 
lat r, one finds that ther were only thirty- odd 
theatres av ilable for st e shows in the latter period~ 
Also, Broadway production had decrea ed greatly; in 
the season of 1927• 28 ~~e~e ere nearly three and one~ 
h,alf time a many ~rq~c~~ons as there were twenty 
year later. 
The country was rich; American society was 
experiencing a financi 1 boom that it would never see · 
gain . And the American theatre experienced a period 
that it , too, would never have again . 
Bu ines may have been good in New York, but 
out ide the ''big city" motion picture competition began 
to take its toll . Of the ome 1,500 legitimate theatres 
outside New York in 1920, there were only 500 left in 
1930. Circuit vaudeville had been dealt it death blow. 
The end cam in 1932 when the Palace Theatre in ew 
tork, long held as the pinnacle in vaudeville, went off 
it straight vaudeville policy. 
Host Eliot Norton and guest Profes or P ckard 
of Harvard will discu s this dynamic p riod of the 
theatr • They will depict the American theatre from 
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the lavish "Ziegfeld Follies" to the sombre plays of 
Eugen O' eill . The powerful pen of O' Neill produced 
new type of play with its psychological and philo• 
sopbical implication , as well as many novel techniques 
of theatre production. 
Actors from SFAA will enact excerpts from 
Eugene 0 • eill' s "Strange Interlud ., and Elmer Rice • s 
"Street Scene," both Pulitzer Prize winners, the former 
in 1928 and the latter in 1929. 
-· 
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12. "Socialism to Suiiiiler Stock" 
The theatre of the decade of 1930 to 1940 
suffered the darkest period in . the history of the 
American theatre . The financi 1 depression, which was 
felt to a degree until 1939, resulted in empty theatre • ..., 
hence bankrupt producers and unemployed actors . The 
depres ion also meant the death of stock and vaudevill , 
and lmost that of the road company. 
These were the immediate results . However, 
there were other results that had a deeper effect on 
the American theatre. This period gave rise to the 
drama of social prot t , such as that of Odets . And the 
New Deal entered the theatre through its relief project, 
th Federal Th atre. 
There wa a great deal of anger in the country, 
and it i only natural that this would be reflected in 
th drSDUl of the period. There was a host of young men 
who looked at Sovi t Russia and cried out against 
capitali • These violent soul profes ed their love 
for the working man, their hatred of war, and demanded 
a change in the economic system of the country. There 
were many leftist theatre groups being formed; and 
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perhaps the most significant of these groups was the 
Group Theatre. 
Mr . Norton will discuss the formation of the 
Group Theatre by Harold Clur~an in the summer of 1931 . 
The directors of thi group included Lee St rasberg and 
Clurman. Among the actors were Franchot Tone, Morris 
Carnovsky, Elia Kazan, a d a secondary actor by the 
name of Clifford Odets . 
I January, 1935, the Group Theatre presented 
a short play by Clifford Odets entitled '~aiting for 
Lefty . " This little piece revealed a rare ability to 
influence an audience of Odets . Odets immediately 
became t e fair- haired boy of social protest drama by 
this and his next three plays . 
The "Joe and Edna" episode from "Waiting for 
Leftyu will be en cted by· a~ ac. -r ess and an actor from 
SFAA to illustrate Odets' remarkable technique . 
Mr . Norton will show why the Group Theatre , and 
the socialist play, eventually died by using Odets as 
the chief example. Odets was offered, and quickly 
accepted, a lucrative offer by Hollywood; and durin 
the remainder of this period he divided his talents 
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between the capitalistic splendor of the movie studios 
and the Marxist theme of the Group Theatre . Odet 1 
last big commercial success was "Golden Boy" in 1937 , 
ironically the least violent of his plays. · · 
As an example of Odets ' change in tone , actors 
from SFAA will enact the closing scene from "Golden 
Boy. 11 
Eliot Norton will also discuss our government's 
first and only venture into show business• •the Federal 
Theatre. A division of the W. P. A., was founded by Mrs . 
Hall ie Flanagan of V ssar College in 1935. By May, 1936~ 
she had some 12 , 000 peopl e on her payroll . In 1939, 
after three and one- half years of operation, the 
Federal Theatre had earned some $2 , 000, 000: The cost 
to the v. s. government was $46, 000 , 000. 
Mr . Norton will discuss the sad fact that when 
the federal government left the theatre at the end of 
the depression , America once again became the only 
i~ortant country in the world without a subsidized 
professional theatre. 
By the middle of the decade the bottom of the 
depression had been reached, and Franklin D. Roosevelt's 
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"New Deal" gave hope of a brighter future . Very few 
productions were presented on Broadway (due to the fact 
that only the better could obtain financial backing), 
but, unfortunately, critics found that fewer in quantity 
did not inevitably mean more in quality. Only a few 
could claim artistic distinction, such as Robert 
Sherwood•s "The Petrified Forest" (SPAA actors will 
enact a scene from this play) . 
By way of closing out this decade, Mr . orton 
will illustrate the rise of summer stock. For 1t was in 
the thirties that the summer theatre grew. Actors, 
seeking to escape the unemployment of New York, 
installed themselves in make~shift playhouses and eked 
out an existence during the summer months . At the same 
time, amateurs, chiefly from college drama departments, 
got the same idea. Soon the two groups joined forces; 
a small number of professionals forming the nucleus and 
the amateurs the support . ext came the idea of making 
the summer theatre a school for actors and playwrights; 
charging an apprentice fee and offering practical 
experience 1n lieu of salary. By the end of th 
thirties, there were more than 80 summer stock companie 
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in the country. Often called the "Strawhat Circuit," 
summer stock has become an important part of the 
American theatre. 
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13. "Romanticism to Realism" 
This program covers the period from 1940 to the 
present. With the addition of television to the 'threat ' 
of radio and motion pictures to the legitimate theatre, 
American drama faced more serious ·competition than ever. 
During the first ten years o~ this period the 
theatre experienced an abnormal period of stimulation 
due to World War · II.. It was inevitable that some of 
the large amount of money that was put into circulation 
during this time would find its way into the box office. 
Also, the movement of workers to war• industry cities 
created a larger audience for road shows than h&d 
existed for a long time.. !tany workers, earning more ·: 
than ever before and excited by the metropolitan 
atmosphere, visited the theatre for the first time in 
their lives. But when the war ended the audience began 
to diminish; and by the turn of the century managers 
began to be cautious about launching a road production . 
The war had another effect on Broadway; it 
raised fantastically the cost of production, and, hence, 
the price of a ticket . It created a box office 
pressure in the case of "hit" plays, resulting in 
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ticket speculation of a tremendous scale.. It made for 
the tendency of excessively long runs. This made a few 
actors~ playwrights, and producers very prosperous, and 
thus gave the general air of prosperity to the whole 
world of the theatre . But it was a small world indeed; 
no new theatres were built and Equity numbered 90% of 
its members among the unemployed. 
Outside of New York the plight of the legitimate 
theatre in America seems to be severe. Sheer size of 
population and tradition accounts for the survival of a 
few theatres in toston, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, 
Chicago, and San Francisco (and in the case of the first 
two mentioned, the opportunity of housing many of the 
tryout productions for Broadway),. The rest of the 
I , cities are reduced to one or none at all . 
I 
,, 
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Host Eliot Norton li'ill have as his guest 
Professor Packard of Harvard. They will discuss bow 
very few people are disturbed with the present situation. , 
The theatre has developed a sort of nlaissez•faire" 
philosophy around it. Pe.rhaps the answer is federal 
subsidization, 
Eliot Norton will illustrate the evolution of 
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the American drama from romanticism to the realis of 
Mary Chase ("Harvey") and Lillian Hellman ("The Little 
Foxes") to the social-psychiatry drama of Arthur Miller 
("All My Sons") and Tennessee .Jilliams ("The Glass 
Menagerie"). 
SF actors will enact the ~losin scene from 
Tennessee Williams' "The Glass Menagerie," which won 
the Critics• Circle Award in 1944. Also selected for 
dramatization is a scene from Arthur Miller's ''Death of 
a Salesman . " 
Mr. Norton will also cover the continued 
flourish of suramer stock, the trial of ANTA, and the 
rise of college and community theatre. 
Since this program is the last in the series~ 
Mr. Norton's closing remarks will also serve as the 
series summation. ln closing, Mr. Norton fill quote 
Thomas H. Dickinson. 
Society is more than the sum of its individuals: 
so drama is more than the sum of individual 
messages. For it is soon discovered that under 
the force of society there opens up to view great 
orbits of truth never plumbed by the telescope of 
individuality. Growing with the growing complexity 
of the society from which it springs, and whose 
uthpiece it is, drama aevelops to forms beyond 
anything promised in the earlier and simpler 
activities of individual life. From behind the 
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service of raise to the victor, the cezemonials 
and liturgie over the de d, and the prayers to the 
gods , throu h the developing sens_ of leauty aroused 
by the harmoni s of sound, the arrang ent of line 
&ld color, and coucotd nt postur_ngs, the~e steal 
inti ation of spiritual region lyin quite beyond 
th ina in·ation of the ar tist of' individual 
expressivene s. In thi w y ociet3 discovers I 
itoelf when it discovers its drarrua. . 
3Tho as H. Dick nson, Th Case of American Drama, 
Houghton Mi flin Company, Boston, 1915, p . 53 . 
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Production 
The general staging approach bas two aspects. The 
first applies whenever Eliot Norton is speaking lone, or 
with guests. The host will be seated in front of a rear 
screen showing the interior of an empty theatre . This sets 
the tone and will be particularly effective when Mr . 
Norton is alone, rather than when with guests . (The back-
ground material for each of th thirteen programs is what 
Mr . Norton will give in his introduction and discussion of 
the program. ) 
The second staging concept applies to the enacted 
segments of plays . The actors will perform these excerpts 
in limbo, with one or two free• standing scenic units and 
only the must essential of props as background . Authentic 
but simple costuming will be applied. 
The production details of variables and special 
techniques are described chronologically in the preceding 
content descriptions of the thirteen individual programs 
(see Appendix A for graphi cs) . Alternate plays have been 
selected for the dramatized segments in case the TV rights 
cannot be attained. 
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Promotion 
Selling the Series 
The first step that an independent producer of a 
"packaged u series, would take would be to video tape or 
kinescope one program to be used a a demonstration . Then 
he would be able to call the station manager and ask for an 
audition of the demonstration VTR (or kinescope) of the 
series . It would be advisable to request that not only the 
station manager, but also the program director. production 
manager, promotion director, and sales manager be present 
for the viewing. This would insure more than one opinion 
on the series, hoping that the favorable opinion(s) would 
convince the unfavorable opinion. 
During the viewing it would be important to explain 
how the series, "Chronicles of Time," naturally appeals to 
his audience, an urban udience long exposed to the 
tradition of the theatre (presuming that the station is a 
local one and the audience is the Boston audience). 
Important also to mention is the fact that this type of 
series would be invaluable to the station as a public 
£fairs program. 
The station representatives will no doubt ask for 
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an estimated budget. This is another strong selling point 
of the series in that it uses student actors and many 
public domain plays. 
Besides the fact that the station will have to be 
convinced that it can afford the series, the production 
manager will also have to be convinced that the series can 
be produced in his studios without any considerable strain 
on his production crew. Stress should be laid on the point 
that only a limited number of personnel are needed to 
produce the series. Since the series is ''packaged, tt the 
need for a script writer to be employed by the station is 
eliminated since the scripts have already been written. 
Various other selling points should be brought out: 
The union problems are greatly reduced by the use of SFAA 
actors; the costumes are relatively few and cheap to create; 
and only a few flats, film clips, and graphics will be 
needed. 
- ~- -· -- -~ - ~ ·- - -- - -- ~ ~-
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Television Spot Announcements 
1 . 10-secood Spot Announcem nt 
VIDEO 
SLIDE: "Chronicles of 
Time" title slide (picture 
that is on series title 
page with series titl 
superimposed. See 
Appendix B) 
SLIDE: ID 
A IO 
ANNOUNCER: "Chro icles of 
Tie," a new series on the 
hi torical development of 
the American theatre, starts 
Friday, · May 26th, at 
9:30 p ••••• 
on WBZ- TV, Channel 4, 
Boston . 
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2 . 20- second Spot Announcement 
VIDEO 
SLIDE: "Chronicles of 
Time" title slide 
.. LIDE: "Uncle Tom's 
Cabin" title slide 
SLIDE: I · 
AUDIO 
ANNOUNCER: Eliot Norton 
hosts an exciting and 
informative new television 
series, "C~ronicles of 
Time," on Fridays at 
9:30 p . m • 
This week's program 
is entitled "Uncle Tom's 
Cabin" • • • a provocative 
study of American drama of 
the Civil War . 
On ~BZ·TV, Channel 
4 , Boston. 
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3. 1-minute Spot Announcement 
VIDEO 
SLIDE: "Chronicles of 
Time" title slide (10 sec . ) 
IIB: Segment of the 
dramatized excerpt of 
'Uncle Tom's Cabin" 
(45 sec . ) 
AUDIO 
ANNOUNCER: At 9:30 p.m. 
Friday, May 26th, WBZ·TV 
presents the first program 
in a thirteen•week series 
entitled '~hronicles of 
Time." 
In the first show , 
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," host 
Eliot Norton will show how 
this play became so popular 
that it now holds the record 
for most performances given 
of any piay in the world. 
And why it was necessary to 
stage a huge bloodhound--
sometimes as big as seven 
feet, and weighing over two 
hundred pounds! 
The simple play 
stung the world's conscience, 
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VIDEO 
!!!:: (cont.) 
SLIDE: ID (5 sec.) 
AUDIO 
ANNOUNCER: (cont.) and 
went on to be just as much 
of a smash success in 
London, Paris, Spain, 
Germany, DenDBrk, and 
Holland as it was in New 
York. 
Just one of the 
many exciting programs on 
"Chronicles of Time," 
beginning Friday, May 26th 
••• at 9:30p.m. • • • 
a public affairs 
presentation of WBZ·TV, 
Channel 4, Boston. 
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Publ~city ~ leas s 
1. Newspaper 
On Friday, May 26th, WBZ-TV will presen he 
first of a thirteen-week series on American drama 
entitled "Croni c es of Time." oston drama critic 
Eliot orton will act as nost and moderator on tais 
television series desi ned to illustrate how the drama 
of t e time reflects its society. The series w 11 
depict the American stage from he seven foot, t\'10 -
hundred pound blood hounds of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" to 
the seven foot pink rabbit of "Harvey." 
This series will trace native American drama 
during the last cen ury, from the Civil War theatre to 
th~ present theatre, one huudred years after the 
outbr ak of the Civil War . The thirteen presentations 
will cover chronolo ically thirteen specific time periods. 
For example, the pilot show, entitled "Under the Gas-
light," will illustrate how and why the me l odrama of 
the Civil War and the two decades following it reflect 
the society of the time. 
In "Under the Gaslight' ' three actors from 
Boston University's School of Fine and Applied Arts will 
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enact dramatic sketches from Augustin Daly's "Under the 
Gaslight " and "Horizon . .. 
~~other highlight of the series will be the 
frequent use of early American film, such as "The 
Keystone Cops " and Jolson's "The Jazz Singer , " to 
illustrate early American drama techniques and style. 
"Chronicles of Time"- - "Thirteen, Count 'Em! 
Thirteen!"--programs in the series , that is. 
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2. Trade Journ .1 
liBZ-TV proudly announces its new public affairs 
series, "Chronicles of Time," beginning Friday, May 26th 
at 9:30p.m. Boston drama critic Eliot Norton will act 
as host on this television series designed to illustrate 
how the drama of the time reflects its society. 
Thomas Dickinson said that " • • • society 
discovers itself wlteo it discovers its drama." Thus 
the purpose of this public affairs presentation is to 
develo~ appreciation and hence a fuller enjoyment of 
America's drama. 
Good my lord, will you see the players well 
bestowed? Do you bear, let them be well used, 
for th y are the abstract and brief chronicles 
of the time. • • • 
(Hamlet, Act II, Scene 2) 
The content of the series will cover the 
American the tre from the Civil War to the present 
(the one hundred years from 1861 to 1961). E ch of the 
thirteen presentation will cover a specific time 
period (in chronological order), and illustr te how 
the drama reflects the society of that time. For 
examp~e, "Under the Gaslight" shows how the melodrama 
3 
-l 
of the period immediately following the Civil War is 
indicative of the society of that time . 
Featured in this series will be actors from 
Boston University's School of Fine and A plied Arts, 
who will enact dramatized excerpts from different plays 
throughout the series. Early American Biograph film 
will also highlight this series on American drama. 
tmz-TV invites you to watch "Chronicles of 
Time" Fridays at 9:30 p.m., beginning on May 26th. 
(For broadcasting rights contact Westinghouse 
Broadcasting Company. ) 
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3. Amateur Thea re Group 
Thomas Dickinson said that " • • • society 
discovers itself when it discovers its drama." By 
examining the drama of a period one can learn a great 
deal about the culture and society of that period, Not 
only will this edify an important egment of our 
society, but also develop a de~p r appreciation and 
hence fuller enjoym nt of America's dr a. 
Good my lord, will you see the players w 11 
bestowed? Do you hear, let them be well used, 
for they are the abstract and brief hronicles 
of the time. • • • 
(Hamlet, Act II, Scene 2) 
It is with this purpose in mtnd that the public 
affairs department of WBZ·TV proudly announces its new 
television series, "Chronicles of Time," beginning 
Friday, May 26th at 9:30p. m. This exciting new series 
is not merely ''historical entertainment, " but rather 
thirteen program showin the ociological as well as 
the historical development of the American theatre. It 
is a ''mu t" for anyone interested in learning more 
about the American theatre. 
The content of the series will cover the 
American theatre from the Civil War to th present 
G5 
(1861 - 19 61). Each of the presentations will 
chronolo ically cover a specific time period, and 
illustrate how the drama reflects the society of that 
time. For example, the first how is entitled "Uncle 
Tom's Cabin' and depicts the period in our history in 
which this play was so immensely popular. 
Eliot Norton~ noted Boston dr&aa critic, will 
host the series. Amateur actors from Boston 
University's School of Fine and Applied Arts will enact 
drama ized segments from the plays of the period in 
order to demonstrate the drama of the period. 
WBZ~TV is sure that you will enjoy, and find 
very informative, "Chronicles of Time," starting 
Friday, May 26th at 9:30p . m. 
Sound Tru~k and Flyers 
It has een sonewhat of a tradition in h theatre 
to promote certain theatrical events by sound truck, 
expecially the circus a d the touring road company. 
Although not used a great deal to ay ue to the 
sophistification of the present audien e, the sound truck 
is justified on the rounds that a great deal of the series 
content pertains to the Americat t eatre during the earlier 
portion of this century and th latter half of the 
nineteenth ceo ury. The sound truck will be decorate 
appropriately for each program; i.e., for the program on 
I the circus, the sound truck wil l take on the appearanc of 
a circus wagon. 
Flyers have long been a tradition in the American 
theatre, a d , on occasion, are still used today. At the 
turn of the century, townspeople would mysteriously find 
flyers around the town hours before the road company 
arrived in town . To promote this series a mod~rn 
convenience will be coupled with the traditional flyer: 
An airplane will drop the flyers on the city. 
This latter device will, of course, have to be 
cleared with the City Ordinance . 
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Analysis 
The strongest point of the series, "Chronicles of 
Time," lies in the fact that it covers only one hundred 
years of the American Theatre in thirteen programs; rather 
than attempting to cover the entire history of American 
drama. Each program covers approximately ten years in 
scope, allowing for a fairly minute account of each decade 
and the events within it . Since there are thirteen programs 
rather than ten , the programs can and do overlap in time, 
allowing for ~he natural portrayal of events and development 
of the American theatre . The programs are in chronological 
order , giving the viewer a continually enlarging picture of 
American drama. 
The handling of the series theme, that American 
drama reflects the American society of its time, is a major 
strong point . In tracing the development of the American 
theatre chronologically, one is able to see how the society 
is mirrored in its drama, and in some cases, cau ing 
particular forms and phases of the theatre . Specific 
societal, economic, and historical inferences are made in 
order to relate society to the drama of the time. 
Perhaps the weakest point in th series is that 
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too much material has beeq jammed into some programs . In 
doing so, there are subjects that cannot receive the time 
they merit. They are passed over so quickly because of the 
necessity of time that the viewe~ may retain only a number 
of incidents, rather than the underlying theme of the 
series. The last program covers twenty-one important years 
in twenty- nine minutes and thirty seconds. Although this 
can be justified in relation to the entire series in that it 
is the most recent and best known period, it still contains 
too much material to allow sufficient time for each point to 
be developed fully. 
The series could be improved by eliminating all but 
one main train of thought in each program. All subordinate 
material should either be eliminated completely, or confined 
to the brief historical setting at the beginning of each 
program. By doing this each program would be tightened up 
considerably. 
Another manner in which the series might be improved 
is to have a more varied list of guests. However, this is 
difficult to do without a large budget . 
"Chronicles of Time" will be of particular interest 
to all theatre-minded people: professional actors, play-
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wrights, producers and directors; amateur theatre groups; 
and tudents of drama. However, since the series also 
appeals to everyone who is interested in the theatre, the 
series merits national exposure. It can, and should, be 
programmed on both educational stations, as a sociological 
study of the American theatre, and commercial st tiona, as a 
public affairs program on American drama. The particular 
interest it will be to theatre-minded people warrants its 
programming on educational stations. The fact that it is of 
interest to everyone who enjoys drama gives it the merit to 
be placed on commercial stations. 
The initiai investigation and study of the project 
went moothly, if slowly. The tedious work of selecting 
logical br~!kdowns in the time period and then obtaining 
historical data on each of these breakdowns was overcome by 
the interesting and fascinating n.ature of the theatre. 
There were two depressing periods during the creation 
of the project. One was the unavailability of the ideal 
guests for program authorities. The second stumbling block 
came in my search for copies of the plays of Augustin Daly. 
After searching the Bo ton Public Library, the New York 
Public Library, and the numerous other libraries in this 
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area, I was at the point of wondering if any copies were in 
existence. Then I searched the Theatre Collection, Harvard 
College Library, and found a collection of Daly's works, 
complete with advertising streamers of his productions. 
After this elation, it was merely a matter of keeping at it 
to the finish. While it sometimes was frustrating in trying 
to decide on a particular play to represent a certain time, 
it was immensely enjoyable to me to adapt scenes from plays 
for television. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLANNING 
Storyboard 
Samples of the Visual Content 
of 
"Under the Ga light" 
Aired on WBZ•TV on Sunday, M y 14, 1961 
''Dimensions en" .... p. 94 
''Diaennoaa•• • • • a public affairs 
presentation •f waz .. n • • • 1a 
coeperatloa with tbe c-aw.alth of 
Buaac:buaetta Ieard of lclucati• •d 
the ScbHl ef Public lelatioaa •d 
Cea.unication Arta, 
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I . ~ 
Betty Adams Introduction •· p. 94 
If ~-====~==~===================================i======== 
Norton I +-r ct1 n -- p. 96 
3 
-
IOI.TOlt: Good m.ornlag. I'm Eliot 
And this is a nprochactioa 
of the original poster of a play by 
Atipatin Daly, 
lipt. '" 
• • 
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Dramatic Vignette 11 .... p.. 104 
Medium Cover Shot 
It ia iapoa•lble • • • 
• 
SMOUII': • • • And these are the 
.. 
17 
Norton Explanation ·-- p. 118 
JIOltTGI: A year later, in 1868 
• • • a \'lsf.laoce "'o .. ; -...tttee to throw 
out four la811t.bere of their ca wait:y. 
Dramatric Vignette 12 -· P• 123 
lride Cover Shot 
&GWS!: There's one of the poor 41ev'ila 
the coaatttee•s after ••• 
0 0 • This town will certaiDlJ 
baYe to be blowrt to the devil! 
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= 
II 
Norton Clo e -· p. 131 
7 
TJS ot Norton 
NORTOB: '11li s morning· JOU have aeen 
the birth ef native 'American -lo-
draaaa tbrouih the plays of Aupatin 
.. I bepe you • ve enj oyeci the 
This ia Eliot Bortoa. GoOd 
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Closing Credits -- p. 133 
AIRat: uUncler 'lbe Ga•li&btn with 
a.at, D1ot. Rorteo, wa• pl:'tlducecl aacl 
written by Jim Van Orden. 
• • • Belen D. Willard, CUrator. 
ao 
I 
II 
"Din1ensions Closing" •• p. 134 
@). 
[Q) D fMJ~~~~(Q)fM~ 
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"Under the Gaslight" 
produced and written 
by 
james t van orden 
ROGRAM "Under the Gaslight'' PRODUCER Van Orden 
29:30 DI CTOR Haa 
ORIGIN lJBZ-TV 
OPEN 
VIDEO AUDIO 
SL: ''Diraensions" 
TIME (:30) :30 
Studio 
Cam 1 on Adams m d. 
Storybo rd Shot 
(:30) Segmentive Tim 
1:30 Accumulative Time 
Booth Qpeu ET ''D·· ensions,. 
ANNC: "Dimensions'' • • • a 
-
public affairs presentation of 
lt/BZ•TV .. • • in _cooperation 
with the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts Board of 
Education and the School of 
Public Relations and 
Conmrunication Arts, Boston 
University. 
tudio 
Adams: Good morning. Today 
we are presenting the second in 
our series of programs in con~ 
junction with the School of 
Public Relations and 
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VI DEO 
TIME (1:00) 1:30 
AUDIO 
Communications of Boston 
University. Each of these 
programs is produced by a 
graduate student, seeking his 
Masters Degree, in every detail , 
un er the supervision of our 
"Dimensions" producer-director. 
This morning, our 
student producer is James Van 
Orden, and he has chosen for 
his subject--"Chronicles of 
Time"--which deals with native 
American drama during the last 
century. Of course, when we 
mention the t-lords "theatre ' or 
.,drama" in Boston• -the name of 
El iot Norton immediately comes 
to mind. So here now, to 
narrate today ' s program, is 
Eliot Norton . 
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D 
VIDEO 
2 on Norton med. 
Dissolve 1, Visual #1 
2 cam card of Mortimer, 
Visual 12 
1 cam card of Eytinge, 
Visual #3 
2 cam card of playbill, 
Visual #4 
1 on Norton 
-----
-=-- --=-
AUDIO 
orton: Good morning . I'm 
Eliot Norton . And this is a 
reproduction of the original 
poster of a play by Augustin 
Daly, called '~nder the Gas• 
light . " 
J . K. Mortimer, as 
Snorkey, and Rose Eytinge, as 
Laura, starred in the original 
production which opened on 
August 12, 1867 . "Under the 
Gaslight" is interesting 
because it was the first of 
many plays in which a hero or 
heroine being tied to r ilroad 
tracks just as an express 
is due . It is one of the 
earliest American melodramas. 
One critic wrote that 
"despite the fact that, on the 
first night, the machinery of 
- ---
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VIDEO AUDIO I I 
I 
the reat railroad SCt;1De I 
I failed to l7ork properly, the I 
I 
I 
I 
audience ~1as held in tense I I 
excitenent , and the play from 
the outset was a su ·cess ." 
~~y was this play such 
an immediate su cess? I t \o1as 1 
a play of the time, and 
reflected society . 
1 zoom in on Norton "Under the Gaslight" 
to contains elements of high 
tight shot suspense and surprise, used in 
suitable proportions . It 
pictures vividly the dominance 
of evil over good, followed by 
the effective delivery of the 
hero from the toils of the 
villain. It employs perfectly 
simple yet unexpected devices . 
These were the elements that 
Daly used so well--the elements 
- - -
1,1 
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that were to become the 
essential elements of native 
I 
I 
American melodrama. 
Daly used different 
I 
pictorial adjuncts to produce 
a stronger effect. The rail-
road was actually an after-
I thought . 
I 
I The solitude of the 
little railroad tation, the I 
I silence, the moonlight falling 
I 
on the winter landscape and 
the shining rails helped to 
I 
prepare the spectator for the 
I 
horror of the climax. The I I 
I llandering soldier with the 
rmless sleeve, fleeing from 
the villain be has twice 
tricked of his prey, has a 
presentiment of evil- · 
recalling a dead comrade's 
D 
-
·-
I 
VIDEO 
1 zoom out to medium shot 
_()_ 
AUDIO 
boding on the eve of a battle--
just before the "gliding 
vengeance" seizes htm and binds 
him to the track before the 
oncoming train . These are the I 
devices that make the climatic 
scene of ''Under the Gaslight" 
so successful. 
The whole scene is 
devoted to preparation for the 
climax . The heroine, in her 
flight by night, has reached 
the wrong r ilroad station . 
That is part of the scheme . 
No train will stop there for 
many hours, but the express 
that does ~ stop is 
momentarily expected. She must 
pass the night in the little 
station- shed. She must be 
locked in . This will make it 
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VIDEO AUDIO 
slightly difficult when .she 
' wants to rescue the man bound tb 
the tracks. The means to over-
come that obstacle must. be at I 
hand, but the greatest possible 
difficulty must be encountered 
in using them. Bundles of I 
axes must be there, but, of I 
course, forgotten until re-
I 
I called by necessity. When the 
I time comes the heroine must 
untie the bundle, seize the I 
I 
I 
I axe, batter down the locked 
I 
door, and pull the hero from 
the track; just before the 
I 
noisy railroad train--already I I 
I 
I seen rounding the curve in the 
distance-•crosses the stage. I I 
All these details must be 
understood by the audience. 
They must know about the 
·- ~ 
- -= 
--- ---
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VIDEO 
1 1 zoom tight on Norton 
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AUDIO 
locked door and the axes . Some 
body must explain these things, 11 
and he must do it not in a bald j 
matter•of-fact way, but so as 
to keep the audience interested 
and not conscious that he is 
merely "preparing" them. Daly 
created the charact r of the 
Old Signal Man, in whom the I 
audience is interested from the 
first , and who pleases not by 
what he does, but actually by 
what he is . It all seems 
rather droll when you analyze 
it carefully; but, as it was 
done at the New York Theatre, 
August 12, 1867, the scene 
thrilled the spectators beyond 
description. 
"Under the Gaslight" 
ran for 110 consecutive 
D VIDEO AUDIO 
performances; and was revived 
twice in the next two years . 
The. story . of the play was not 
new~ but .it had vitality. It 
belonged to its epoch, and 
I 
caught the spirit of the hour . ' 
It was the work of a young man 
who understood the public taste 
and knew how to minister to it . 
Now, you are going to 
see the climatic scene of 
"Under the Gaslight," as enacte 
by pl ayers from Boston Uni-
versity ' s School of Fine and 
Applied Arts . Laura, the 
heroine, is fleeing from the 
Villain Byke, who is about to 
kidnap her and hold her for a 
large ransom. Snorkey, the 
hero, is not only trying to 
prevent Laura's abduction, but 
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VIDEO AUDIO 
also out to prevent Byke from 
committing possible murder and I 
I 
to put Byke in jail, where he 
belongs. 
I Dissolve to Cam. #2, Here, now,. is the I 
cam card of Visual 15 I 
climax from what is often 
I 
called the first native 
American melodrama, Augustin 
Fade to black. Daly's "Under the Gaslight . " 
I TIME (7:40) 9:10 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
• 
VIDEO 
Cam 1 wide 
Cover shot of railroad 
station . UR, the station 
shed. Platform around 
it, door at side, window 
in front . DL, clump of 
shrubs and tree. Tracks 
run from UL to D • Moon• 
light; the switch, with 
a red lantern, DC. 
Enter Laura UR 
(sits) 
Enter Signal Man UL 
2 medium 2- shot 
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LAURA: It is impossible for me 
to go further. A second time II 
I've fled from home and friends, 
but now they will never find me . 
The trains must all have 
passed, and there are no con-
veyances till tomorrow. 
SIGNAL: Beg pardon, ma'am, 
looking for anybody? 
LAURA: Thank you, no. Are you 
the man in charge of this 
station? 
SIGNAL: Yes, ma'am. 
LAURA: When is there another 
VIDEO 
(motions up tracks) 
(points to shed) 
(1 oks at shed) 
1 tight on Laura 
AUuiO 
t:rmn for New York? 
S!GNAL: Ne~~ York? Not till 
mornin • t'te've only on more 
train tonight; that ' s the 
down one; it'll b here in 
about 20 inutcs--Express 
Train. 
LAURA: What place is that? 
SIGNAL: That? That ' s th 
si nal station shed. It serves 
for storeroom, depot, ba gage-
rodm and everythin • 
LAURA; Can I stay there 
tonight? 
SIGNAL: There? Well, it's an 
odd placeJ and I should think 
you would hardly like it. Why 
don 't you go to the hotel? 
LAURA: I have my reasons--
urgent ones. It is not because 
I \\'ant m.oncy. You shall have 
103 
(hands him money) 
2 tight on Signal 
(refuses money) 
1 medium 2-shot 
-
th •s if you let me remain here. 
SIG fAL: t:rell, I've locked up 
a good ~gny things in there 
over night, but I never had a 
young lady for freight before . 
Besides, ma ' am, I don ' t know 
anyth:f.ng about you. You know 
it's odd that you won't go to 
a decent hotel, and plenty of 
money in your pocket . 
LAURA: You refuse me--well--
I shall only have to sit here 
all night. 
SIGNAL: Here, in the open air? 
Why it would kill you. 
LAURA: So much the better. 
SIGNAJJ: Excuse me for 
questions, Miss, but you're 
running away from some one, 
ain't you? 
LAURA: Yes. 
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2 medium of Signal 
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S. GNAT..: l (!11, I' like to help 
T f J • k yo 1. .•. m a p _aJ.n man ou now, 
and I'd ike to help you, but 
there ' s one thing would go 
agin ' e to assist i n . I'm on 
to fi.fty years of age, and I've 
n1any chi l dren, some on 'em 
aughters grown . There's a-
many temptations for youn~ 
gals, and sometimes the old 
man has to put on the brakes a 
bit, for some young men are 
licked enough to persuade the 
gals ' to steal out of their 
father's house in the dead of 
night, and go to shame and 
misery. So tell me this•wit 
ain 't the old man and the old 
(points finger at Laura) man 's house you•ve left, young 
lady? 
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1 CU of Laura 
2 2- shot medium 
(leads her to shed) 
l CU of axes 
2 medium 2• shot 
AUDIO 
LAURA: No; you good, hone t 
fellow•-no-· I have no f ther . 
SIGNAL: Then, by Jerusalem! 
I'll do for you what I can. 
Anything but run away from 
them that have not their 
interest but yours at heart . 
Come, you may stay there, but 
I ' ll have to lock you in . 
LAURA: I desire that you 
should. 
SIGNAL: I t's for your safety 
as much as mine. I've got a 
p tent lock on that door th t 
woul d give a skeleton k y the 
rheumatism to fool with it . 
You don't mind the bagga e . 
I ' ll have to put it in with you 
hoes, shovels, mowing achines, 
and what is this•• axes . Yes, 
a bundle of axes . If the 
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VIDEO 
( uts axes in bed) 
( hakes her hand) 
(puts boxes in bed) 
1 medium of Laura 
AUDIO 
Superintendent finds e out, 
I'll sk him if he w s fr id 
you'd run off with these. 
(Laugh ) So, if you plea e, 
I'll first tumble 'em in. 
I say, His , 1 in't curiou --
but, of course, it's a youn 
man you're a goin' to? 
LA : So far from that, it' 
a young man I'm running away 
fr • 
SIGNAL: unning away from a 
youn man! Let e shake hands 
with you . Lord• it do s my 
heart good! At your age, too! 
I wish you'd come and live down 
in my neighborhood awhile, 
among my gal • You'd do a 
power of good . 
LA : I've met an exc ll~nt 
friend. And here at le st I 
can be conce led until 
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2 cover 
1 wide cover 
(She goes in. He locks 
door. Laura appears at 
window facing audience.) 
(pulls out watch••looks 
down track) 
AUDIO 
tomorrow--then for New York. 
My heart feels lighter already-~ 
it's a good omen. 
SIGNAL: Now, Miss, bless your 
heart, here 1s your hotel ready. 
LAURA: Thanks, my good friend; 
but not a word to anyone••till 
tomorrow; not even•-not even 
to your girl • 
SIGNAL: Hot a word, I promise 
you . If I to).c! my girls. it 
would be over the whole 
village by morning. 
LAURA: Lock me in safely. 
SIGNAL: Ah! Be sure I will. 
Th re! Safe as a jail. Ten 
minutes and down she comes . 
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VIDEO 
(look down track --
lights pipe -- oes 
off ) 
2 wide cover 
(enter Snorkey from DL) 
(to Signal, who re-
enter D ) 
1 2-shot medium 
AUDIO 
It's all safe this w y, my 
oisey beauty, and you ay 
come soon as you like. 
Good night, Miss! 
LAtJM: Good ni ht . 
SI G AL: nnin away from a 
Ha! • • • • • 
S ORXEY: Ten minutes before 
t e train comes. I'll wait 
here for it. 
ello, I say, the train won't 
stop here too long will it? 
SIGNAL: Tbo long? It won't 
stop here at all. 
S OIUCEY: I must re ch the shoJ 
tonight. There'll be murder, 
unless I can pr vent it! 
SIG AL: MUrder, or no murder, 
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VIDEO 
(Signal exits UR) 
2 CU of Snorkey 
(Enter Byke DL with 
rope in hand) 
1 2-shot medium 
(Byke throws rope 
ov r Snorkey) 
AUDIO 
the train can't be stopped. 
SNOBXEY.: It' s a lie.. By 
waving the red signal for 
danger, the engineer must stop, 
I tell you! 
SIGNAL: Do you think I'm a 
fool! What! disobey orders and 
lose y place; then what's to 
become of my family? 
SNORKEY: I won't be foiled. 
I will confiscate some farmer's 
horse about here, &1d get there 
before them somehow. Then 
when Byke arrives in his 
donkey cart he'll be ready to 
sit for a picture of surprise. 
BYKE: Will he? 
-
SNORKEY: Byke! 
1rl.,g: Yes -- Byke . Wbere's 
(tightens rope on Saorkey) that pi tol of yours? 
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(takes gun) 
(le ds him to tracks) 
2 CU of Laur 
(Laur horror truck t 
window) 
1 2•shot medium 
(sits down on tracks) 
(Byke ties his legs) 
(lays him across the 
tracks) 
SNORKEY: In my breast pocket. 
BYKE: Just what I wanted 
-
SNORKEY: You ain't a going to 
shoot me? 
BYKE: o! 
-
SNORKEY: Well , I'm obliged to 
you for that . 
DYKE: Ju t sit down a minute, 
will you . 
SNORKEY: What for? 
BYKE: You'll see. 
SNORX§J: Well, I don't mind if 
I do take a seat. 
Hello! What's this! 
BYKE: You'll see. 
-
SNORtmY: Byke, what are you 
oing to do! 
BYQ: Put you to b d .. 
SNORKEY: Byke, you don't mean 
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VIDEO 
(ties him to rails) 
2 ti ht 2•shot 
1 CU Byke 
(Exit Byke UR) 
2 wide cover 
AUDIO 
to -- My God, you are a 
villain! 
BYKE: I'm going to put you to 
bed. You won't toss much. In 
less than ten minutes you'll 
be sound asleep. There, how do 
you like it? You'll get down !1 
to the Branch before e, will ~ 
you? You dog me and play the 
eavesdropper, eh! Now do it 
if you can. When you hear the 
thunder under your head and 
see the lights dancing in your 
eyes, and feel the iron wheels 
a foot from your neck, 
remember Byke! 
LAURA: 0, Heavens! He will 
be murdered before my eyes! 
How can I aid him! 
SNORKEY: Who's th t? 
LAURA: It is I. Do you not 
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{shakes door) 
1 CU Snorkey 
AUDIO 
komi my voice? 
SNORI<EY: That I do; but I 
almost thou bt I was dead, and 
it was an angel . Where are 
you? 
LAURA:· I n the station . , 
SNORKEl': I can't see you, but 
I can bear you . Listen , to me, 
Mlss, for I've got only a few 
-
minutes to live .. 
LA~: God help me! And I 
cannot aid you . 
SNORKEY: Never mind me, Miss . 
I might as well die now, .md 
here, as at any other time. 
t•m not af~~id . I've seen 
death in almost every shape, 
and none of them scare me; 
but, for the sake of those 
you love , I would live. Do 
you hear me? 
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2 CU Laura 
(Shakes window bars) 
1 medium on Laura . 
(L ura chops at door) 
D 
AUDIO 
LAURA: Yes! Yes! 
SNORKEY; They are on the way 
to your cottage••Byke and 
Judas--to rob and murder. 
LAURA: 0, I must get out! 
What shall l do? 
SNORKEY: Can't you burst the 
door? 
LAURA: It is locked fast. 
SNORKEY: Is there nothing in 
th re? No hammer? o crow 
bar? 
(ET train whistle) 
LAURA: othing ! ( aint steam 
whist le in distance) 0, 
heavens! The train! The axe! 
SNORKEY: But the woodwork! 
Don 't mind the lock--cut 
round it! Bow my neck 
tingl s! Coura e! Courage! 
(Whistle is heard again·-
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(door swings open--
mutilated) 
2 2•sh~t medium 
(As Laura runs to him 
train li s glare on 
them) 
(As Laur t~<es his head 
from the track , train 
lights lare full on 
the ~-she swoons--
Quiet fad to black. 
TIME (7:35) 16:45 
nea· r--rumble of train) 
l'hat ' s a true woman! Courage! 
( aio whistle--nearer--noise 
of train) 
SN RKEY: Here--quick! 
V ctory! Saved! Hooray! And 
these are the w·omen who ain't 
to "ave a vote! 
(Train roar reaches climax) 
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1 mediwn 
Fade up on Norton 
Dissolve 2, cam card 
of Daly, visual #6 
1 Medium on orton 
AUDIO 
year later, in 1868, 
Daly wrote and produced "The 
d Scarf", hich included a 
thrilling saw•mill scene, and 
"A Flash of Lightning,,. in 
which the action takes place 
on a Hudson ver steambo t . 
Both were melodramas patterned 
in general after the highly 
successful "Under the Gaslight. ' 
But after one big hit 
and two medium successe , 
Daly found that being a play-
wright in Amerie at this time 
wasn't very profitable. Most 
stock companies outside New 
York were content with doing 
English drama, on which there 
was no royalty. The play• 
wright also found that it was 
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1 zoom tight on orton 
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next to impossible to collect 
royalties when they were due 
him. And so, after founding 
native American melodrama, 
Daly returned to his former 
profession, journalism. 
But he couldn't stay 
out of the theatre for long. 
I 1871 he returned with what 
most critics agree to be his 
best olay, ''horizon . " The 
plot and action of this play ar~ 
definitely melodramatic; for 
Daly knew this would mean a 
con~ercial success . However, 
"Horizon" is considered 
si nificant for another 
reaso --because of the strong 
fl vor of realism in the 
production. "Horizon" is a 
melodrama, but its method is 
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1 zoom out medium 
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realistic: the characters 
individualized and their 
peech is reasonably natural, 
with a regional accent, The 
settings a"t"e strongly locs.lized 
nllO't'izon" cannot be 
considered a firsthand study 
of frontier life, but although 
' ; I 
ouch of the action is melo-
dramatic, there is some, local 
i .; 
color in the settings) some 
accuracy in characterization, 
and a sense of contrast between 
; ' . 
Ueotern primitive behavior and 
East rn sophistication~ Thus 
it appears that Daly's native 
American melodrama was a 
natural birthplace for 
American realism. 
rhe excerpt from . 
''Hori on" that the actors are 
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going to pre ent is not the 
melodramatic escape scene, 
although there, of course, w 
one, but scene from Act Two: 
a scene which shows not only 
the realistic characterization 
that Daly was introducing, 
lso a little bit of the type 
of humor that every melodrama 
of the time had. 
The principal charac-
ter is Sundown Rowse, a 
distinguished member of the 
Third Hou e at Washington. 
Rowse owns a slic ofetery 
territory, and is in the Far 
West to survey his new 
Congressional Land Grant, 
which lies just this side of 
the Horizon . 
As we discover Rowse, 
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he bas just watched the 
citizens of Rogue's Rest, 
"people who don't even pay me 
rent,'' form a Vigilance 
Committee to throw out four 
members of their community. 
Fade to black 
TIME (3:40) 20:35 
0 
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C 2 wide cover 
TWo•fl t replica of typic 1 
Western hotel•bar. 
AUDIO 
(w lks in DL, sees Indian l<J E: There's one of the 
·asleep) 
(kicks Indian) 
1 2•ahot medium 
(Waon~dt4 jump up 
and confronts Rowse, 
who jumps b ck. ) 
poor devils the committee's 
·after . He''ll be shot while 
he's drunk and never know it. 
Hi! You! Indian! Wake up 
and let me scare you to death! 
ello! that's early rising. 
What kind of whiskey do you 
drink to freshen up so quick 
after it? 
WANNEMUCKA: Injun no drink 
whiskey. Stranger think 
Wannemucka drunk? 
RQWSE: It looked like it. 
What did you say your name 
· was? 
WANNpft!CKA: Wannemuck ! 
W nemucka chief! Bi chief! 
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(shows knife) 
AUDIO 
Tribe far away! Down there•• 
sunset! 
ROWSE: .If your tribe's down 
by the sunset, they're 
luckier than you are. 
WANNEMUCKA: Wannemucka safe. 
Ugh: White man think injun 
sleep. White man talk-· 
injun's nose asleep, injun's 
eyes a leep, but injun's ears 
awake. 
gowsE: Oh, you•ve been 
playing po sum and listening. 
Then you've overheard them. 
Why don't you run for your 
life? 
WANNEMUCKA: Wannemucka, no 
fear. Wannemucka got this. 
ROWSE: Oh, you mean to fight 
for it, eh? But they'll kill 
you if you resist. 
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2 medium. of Wannemucka 
(goe to bush, UL, shows WANNEMUCXA: t annemucka not go 
rifle, replac s it) 
1 2•shot loose 
(Wannemucka ste ltbily 
approaches Row e) 
2 2•sbot medium 
alone. 
R~JSE: You want to go with the 
sots and blacklegs, eh? Don't, 
injun; go back to your tribe in 
decent co pany. 
WANNEMUCKA: White stranger 
ever love? 
ROWSE: Did I ever love? Not 
ch, or if I ever did, it's 
gone clear out of my head. 
What of it? 
WANNEMUCJA: Wannemucka love! 
She here! Wannemucka take her, 
or never go back to his tribe 
again . 
ROWSE: The deuce! Some squaw 
of yours here, eh? More girls! 
Even the injun won't save his 
own bacon. but risks it for a 
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1 2• shot loose 
Wannemuck takes hand 
reluctantly, then 
fingers Rowse 1 watch 
chain . 
2 2•ahot m dium 
(dr pistol) 
(t s out pack of 
dirty cards) 
girl . Well, you're a plucky 
bird anyway. I wish you joy 
and well out . There • s my 
hand. 
TANNEMUCKA: Ugh! ice! 
~ISE: You like it, eh? 
~~EMUG!A: Heap o' skins to 
buy tha ? 
ROWSE: Yes. injun, it would 
take considerable coon skins 
to reach. 
WANNEMUCKA: Injun like it! 
Injun want it! 
ROWSE: Stand back! Do you 
want to rob me, you 
unsophi ticated redman? 
WANNEMUCKA: No . Injun play 
for it • 
............... s..,..E: Play for it? 
W EMUCKA: Poker! 
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1 tight on Rowse 
Loder enters DL 
2 3•shot loose 
(comes forward) 
(puts cards away) 
1 tight on Loder 
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ROWSE: MO es in the bulrushes! 
Who ' d have thought of this 
romantic injun sporting a deck 
and offering to play poker? 
My feelings are hurt . If you 
had offered to scalp me, you 
red rascal, I might have for• 
given you. But poker! Th t 
knocks the romance, and I 
despise you! 
LODER: You on' t take a hand 
then , stranger? (laughs) 
WANNEMUCKA.: Ugh! White 
panther here! 
ROWSE: Take a hand? I'm 
sorry I shook hands with him. 
I'd rather have seen him carry 
a tomahawk than a pack of cards. 
LODER: Tb t's civilization, 
my friend! When the noble 
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s.avage was in his nati v:e state, 
he went for the hair of your 
head. Now he's in the midst 
of civilization, he carries 
the weapons of enlightenment , 
and goes for the money in your 
pocket. 
ROWSE: l'm sorry for it . 1 
don*t want things so progres• 
sive on my lands. 
,Lot>Eg: P 'raps not . But itt s 
just a well you didn't play 
with him. Injun is a prime 
hand at poker. You can't beat 
him. Why , he almost comes up 
to me . Don't you, injun? 
R~~SE: And wbc:l may yott be? 
LOD'!Q:: Me? Oh,. I ' 1!1 no 
account. :( .travel. 
ROWSE: Oh, a traveller! 
LODER: You've put it right. 
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(Wannemucka plucks his 
leeve) 
2 3•shot, wide cover 
AUDIO 
My busines~ is to leave. !'m 
an outpost of progress! I 
open up the great We ct to the 
march of mind. When things 
get settled about me, I .go on! 
Eh? What • s up? 
t-IANNEMUCKA.: Something to tell . 
ROOSE: Eh? 
LODER: I reckon your friends 
.. 
are looking for you. 
ROWSE: Eh? 
LODER: I reckon your 't rain's 
about to start . 
R~SE: Uy train? 
LODER: (sternly) I reckon 
you are staying here to· mix up 
in domestic secrets, and worry 
my mind. Your train • s waiting. 
Get aboard! 
ROWSE: Oh, you want me to go! 
Why didn't you say so? Well, 
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for a new country which belongs 
to me, and inhabited by people 
who don't pay me any rent, this 
(Loder points for him to go) is the most impudent•• 
When I get back to Congres 
I'll pass a special bill on 
these territories! This town 
will certainly have to be 
(goes into hotel Ul) blovm to the devil! 
Fade to black 
TIME (5:50) 26:25 
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Fade up on Norton 
Cam 1 mediu 
1 zoom in tight 
AUDIO 
_HORTON: This morning you have 
seen the birth of native 
American melodrama through the 
plays of Augustin Daly. Actors 
from Boston University's School 
of Fine and Applied Arts have 
enacted excerpt from Daly's 
"Under the Gaslight" and 
"Horizon . " 
Native Americ n 
melodrama has become almost a 
tradition in our theatre . It 
i one of the most truly 
American phases of our drama, 
and, on occasion, is still 
presented. It was so popular 
during the late nineteenth 
century that Daly was forced 
to patent the mechanics of the 
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Fade to black 
TIME (1:05) 27:30 
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railroad scene from ·~der the 
Gaslight," and became involved 
in many law suits pertaining to 
I 
melodramas including a rail• I 
road escape scene. 
In uHorizon" we saw 
hm.;r native American melodrama 
n turally led to re lism on 
the ctage. But that is the 
~ubject for another program. 
I hope you've enjoyed 
the program. This is Eliot 
orton . Good rning . 
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up on 2, Visual #1 full 
Super ltde: Under the 
Gaslight 
Super slide: Eliot Norton 
Super slide: produced by 
jim van orden 
Super slide: production 
assistant 
carol levi 
Super slide: Jo Ann Stewart 
Steve Vernick 
Super slide: Frank Mello 
Dick Stewart 
AUDIO 
i.e, ET "China oy, '* in and 
up 
Music under 
ANNC : "Under the Gaslight" 
with host, Eliot orton, wa 
produced and written by Jim 
Van Orden 
ram tic cast included Jo Ann 
Stewart, Steve Vernick, 
Fr n Mello, and Dick Stewart. 
Super slide: Record- American Mr . orton appeared through the 
Sunday -
Advertiser courte y of the Boston ecord-
American and Sunday-Advertiser. 
Sup r lide: Theatre Visual material and Augustin 
Collection 
Harvard College Daly's play courtesy of 
Library 
Super slide: Helen D. 
illard, 
Curator 
Super slide: Under the 
the Theatre Collection, Harvard 
College Libr ry, Helen D. 
Willard, Curator. 
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Gaslight sic up and out. 
Slow fade to black 
TIME ( :50) 28:20 
( LANK RUN TAPE) CSA TO BL CK 
BE ADDED AT AI TIME 
. LACK 
TIME ( : 20) 28:40 
ET 1Dimen ions" 
SL: "Dimensions" 
SL: "T. Haas" 
SL: ''Dimensions" 
SL: "VTR" 
TIME: ( :50) 29: 0 
0 
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Authorization 
The plays by Augu tin Daly, "Under the G slight" 
and "Horizon," are public domain . The visu ls were obtained 
from the .H rvard College Library , Theatre Collection, Helen 
D. Willard, Curator. Credit at the end of the progr was 
needed for the latt r . 
The mu ic for the closing cr dit was "Chin Boy," 
by Jo "Fingers" Carr, on a Capi t ol recording. Clearance 
for u of thi was obtained from ASCAP through WBZ• TV. 
Production An lysis 
The final production did not , in gener 1, meet y 
expectation • While the progr , "Under the Gaslight," was 
atisfactory in content and in dram tic perfo nee, the 
fin 1 product was not what I had nvisioned it. 
Most frustratin to wa the physical disabilities 
placed upon me by WBZ• TV. I coul d not have the set that I 
de ired imply because WBZ• TV did not h ve th and would 
not build them; and I had n ither the time nor the budget 
to have th built . Tw nights before the production I was 
forced to d ign, build and paint the railroad tr cks for 
the dramatic excerpt from "Under the Gaslight," a very 
nee ssary part of y s t . The r son for this was that 
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W Z·TV would not build them and, with the size f my budget, 
I could not afford to have them professionally built . Other 
production details, such the cyclorama not being able to 
be pulled tight enough to give the appearance of a sky, 
turned out to be a hindrance . 
The host also turned out to b somewhat of a 
disappointment . I realized from the beginning that he is 
not a television personality. Yet I was willing to sacrifice 
performance for the validity that this personality would 
give the progr • However, he was not able to read his 
script, due to his heavy schedule, until the night before 
the performance . This called for his reading the cript on 
camera, instead of using the teleprompter copy, which had 
be n prepared for him. However, his position in Boston 
theatre gave the program a veracity that only he could give. 
There were ix r hearsals of the dramatic segments, 
three at WBZ• TV. Although it appeared at the final dress 
rehearsal that one of the actors might forget his lines, the 
taping went off without a miscue at the first attempt. The 
actors were generally very ture about their responsibilitie~ . 
However, one of the actors was an hour 1 te for the dress 
rehearsal. This forced the cancellation of two rehearsals 
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that ould have don much to polis the sho • 
was certainly the highpoint of the pro ram. 
The cting 
Especially 
ood was the actor portraying the villain and the indian . 
Although I went over my budget by approximat ly ten 
dollar , it was primarily due to a fal e estimate on the 
cost of my visuals . The estimate was $25; the ctual cost 
was $41 . 46. In doing the other programs of my series I 
would find a cheaper method of reproducin the visuals; 
leavin more to be spent on the sets . 
Of great ssistance w s the ''Dimensions" director, 
Tom Haas . Mr. Haa proved to be of great aid in granting 
rehearsal time at WBZ• TV. Mr. Haas also obtained extra 
taping time in order that the pro ram could be taped in 
segments; thus enabling Mr . Norton to leave quickly, and 
also providing extra time for rehearsal. 
The program turned out to be an itious project 
for one person . The script and the visuals were the result 
of a nth and a half of re earch at the Theatre Collection, 
Harvard Colle e Library. This, alon with obtaining the 
costum s, buildin some of the et, and directin the 
actors is rather a large project for one man . If the series 
were to be done successfully on a local commercial station, 
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a larger budget and a larger staff would seem to be in line . 
Otherwise, it could not be a weekly program, unless, of 
course, the progr s were not shown until all the programs 
had been recorded. 
In retrospect, "Under the Gaslight," can be said to 
be representative of the series; although the later programs I 
would certainly benefit greatly from the experience gained 
in producing this one . A larger budget and a larger staff 
would be a major step in producing this series successfully. 
Otherwise, the programs will suffer production-wise in the 
same manner that thi one did . 
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CHAPTER III 
FINAL ANALYSIS 
The main failing of my project, I feel, lies not in 
its content and quality, but rather in the fact that its 
budget and production requirements demand more than perhaps 
every independent televi ion station can give it. 
The budget does not have to be much larger than the 
one supplied for program number four, "Under the G light . " 
Perhaps with a larger staff and more time for pre-production 
planning, a lar er budget would not be necessary. 
The major problem of the series, especially to many 
small, independent television stations which maintain a 
limited staff, is the staff and time needed to res arch the 
programs. ''Under the Gaslight" was the work of one per on: 
the research on the theatre and the society, the selection 
of material to be used, the writing of the script, the set 
d sign, the compiling of visual material, the direction 
and rehearsing of the actors, and some of the actual set 
building and obtaining hand props, were all done by one 
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single person••the producer. For the purpose of this project 
as an academic endeavor, it is justifiable; but for the 
purpose of a professional television production, it is 
suicide for the producer . 
Ideally, a program of this nature should be the work 
of one person's imagination . ealistic·ally, however, the 
pace of television does not allow the necessary time for 
this to be fully achieved (especially in commercial tele-
vision) . The pressure of time may be so severe that better 
quality can be obtained by delegating the work and 
responsibility of some phases of the pre-production stage to 
production assistants . 
Tbu , this s ries, in order to reach its full 
artistic and professional level, is relegated to those 
stations that can provide the time and talent that is needed. 
Compared to network production, this demand is very small, 
but it is, nevertheles , an important f ctor to be 
considered by independent stations . 
The strong point of the project, I feel, is the 
quality of the content . The historical background is 
blended in with, and connect d to , the ocietal development 
of the time. The society of the various periods of growth 
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and development of our ountry re brought into light, 
coupled with the historical aspect of this period's theatre; 
resulting in de iction of our drama reflecting the society 
of its time. The plays selected for enactment and the 
producers and playwrights discussed are not necessarily the 
best as to quality; but they do portray the true nature 
and spirit of that time . The project is ot intended as a 
romantic tale of the theatre, or as a romantic aspect of our 
society. It is an attempt to illustrate the reflection of 
society i its drama, and to depict the most typical and 
most fervent desires of a people, be it reform or vic rious 
escape from reality. In this end I believe I have achieved 
a measure of success. 
It has long been my belief that a television or radio 
program of ''high cultural level" is not necessarily 
restricted to the enjoyment of a minority , nor that a 
cultural, p lie affairs program is, by ne·esbity , he 
straight preeentation of an opera or the ne~s. Neither 
do s a pro ram which informs and educates its viewers have 
to be de" .. oid of entertainment. Entertainment can be an 
i ensely valua le tool in e ucating. Vi· versa, tlat 
which entertains should not be diluted of all informational 
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material. What is often most entertaining is that which 
also contains a· wealth of information. 
Perhaps the goal of this television series should be 
stated as worthwhile entertainment, or informative entertain• 
ment. · The pro rains contain elements of sheer entertainment 
and pure education . The attew~t was made to produce a 
blending of t:bese two elements which would result in an 
informative, but also immensely enjoyable, concept of 
television progr atnmin .. 
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